EMSP Annual Conference 2019: Register now!

We are pleased to announce that the registrations for EMSP’s Annual General Meeting (Thursday 9th May 2019, Members only) and EMSP’s Annual Conference (Friday 10th and Saturday 11th May 2019) are now open. Read more
Our successful MS at Work webinar series ended on 11 December with the last edition of the year featured by Yolanda Higueras. Those who missed them can listen back our recordings or read our short summary here: Read more

EMSP’s young advocates represent the voice of their peers on a European level

Our Young People’s Network members were in action again at the high-level meeting of the Brain, Mind and Pain MEP interest group in the European Parliament. Read more

New horizons for person-centred mental health research and care

On 3 December 2018 the European Parliament Interest Group on Mental Health, Well-being and Brain Disorders held a high-level meeting in the light of the new Horizon Europe research program. Learn more
YPN Series: Wouter’s story from Belgium

Wouter Marijsse, a young gentleman with MS from Belgium, shared us his story of getting involved with his National MS Society, creating a Belgian Young People’s Network and organizing the first ever conference for young people with MS of MS Liga Flanders. Read more

EU Health Summit - event report

28 European healthcare organizations distilled recommendations to the next European Parliament and Commission on November 29th, 2018. We called for the European Union to bring the necessary changes about for a healthier Europe. Read more

FutureProofing Healthcare: The Sustainability Index

The sustainability index – recently launched in the European Parliament – gives us an overview of the status of the current 28 EU healthcare systems. Learn more

“Enhanced engagement through public-private partnerships” event report

European Brain Council’s (EBC) conference on 21 November: Another European scene for our YPN members to speak up. Read more